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i>^^ IN the course of this note on the

laims of the revival of printing, ©- on

I

the conditions controlling the master-

printers of the past, I would beg to be
allowed to contrast the work of the

great Venetian Printers & of William
Morris to my own, not in any rude
assumption of rivalry, but merely for|

convenience, since the achievement in



really tine printing is infinitely small ana
much maybe attempted for the first time
in the art consciously, not out of eccen^-

tricity merely, but in full knowrledge
of those great efforts towards beautiful

printing*

^^1^ I shall make frequent reference to

the '* Contemporary Review'' ofAugust
1898, not that I feel the notice therein to

be otherw^ise than kindly meant, but in

it I find objections to some character »-

istics of the Vale books that I have also

metwith in the " Saturday Review,'' the

"Athenaeum" and elsewhere, and these

objections are, I feel, based more often

upon a hasty assumption, than upon
actual knowledge*
>^ "The Contemporary Review" re*-

grcts, to begin with, that the Vale type
is not conceived in relation to hand--

w^riting as w^ith the Master Printers, that

it is conceived "as forms in cut metal,"

"as a w^ood'-engraver or designer of

stained glass conceives his drawings in

the material forwhichtheyareintended.
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Now, this, if indeed the case, redounds
greatly to my credit. To reclaim the

designing of type from the exigencies

and accidents of wrriting was, however,
the work of N. Jenson, 1470, though
the skill available in his punch'-cutter

did not allow^ his letters alw^ays to bene*-

fit fully by this revision, and there are

manyforms in his fount aboutwhich w^e

may reasonably be in doubt.

>^& That trained scribes of the fifteenth

century were called in to design type,

and that the efforts to recast the Carlo-
vingian w^riting of the ninth and tenth

centuriesbenefitedbytheirpracticew^ith

the pen, is conceivableenough, but con*-

jecture ends here, for penmanship was
not of the highest quality at the end of

the fifteenth century. A student ofform
must study elsewhere (as the old type
designers did) to note at w^hat period
shape reaches its perfection.

>^ At a charmed time in the develop--

ment of man, in the Renaissancenamely,
the old vein w^as reopened, & reworked
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to suittheexigencies of the new material,

i.e., type, and it is the duty of the modern
student to note how this or that element
was lost in the excitement of discovery,

or else merelyover'-looked; to compare,
reason and recast, that his type may ful^-

fil the requirements and benefit by the

conditions of his proper medium, and
so become type—type only.

>^ In the history of the finer Italian

printers we may almost date certain

founts by the still surviving traces of

penmanship, that Jenson wrill discard

forpractical reasons. WithSw^eynheym
and Pannartz, Hahn, and Spira, the

body of the '

' h ''curves in gracefully, also

the final curve to the ''m" and^'n''; these

traits, pretty in themselves, are apt to

clog in printing and the '' h *' toresemble
a'^b.*' With Jenson, revising thew^ork of

Spira,theseletters''h,"''n,''''m,"become

what they are to^-day. This, and greater

system or consistency in the shaping of

serifs and the punctuation, has placed

Jenson in the front place as a designer
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of type, though in the shape and inten-

tion of separate letters Spira is often his

superior. Again the shaping of the top
serifs to the "u'' causes some perplexity

to each printer in turn. Let me add that

among oldprinters this problem remains
unsolved. In the Kelmscott golden type
the serifs to this letter are diagonal, thus
avoiding the aspect of an "n'' upside
down, Or following the trend of the older
scribes. To me this course reduces the

apparent height of an important letter

andproducesa gap; moreoverthe skilful

designer may differentiate his "u'* from
a reversed " n *' by the termination of the
last stroke and so cut through the hesi*-

tations of the great printers w^ho fre-

quently shape the separate serifs differ-

ently.

>^ System, conformity, are the secrets

of fine type making. Sleight of hand in

manuscript may disguise poorness of
form and detail. Once in type each fault

tells and is repeatedover and over again;
your stops, dots, accents must no longer
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he blurs; once shaped by the punch-
cutter they must be shapes, diamonds,
wedges, 6>c.; revised by the punch--

cutter the curved terminations of the

letters are no longer smears, they must
sho^v the shaping of the tool in the

making of them, and so gain an added
definiteness and beauty*

>^^ The top serifs of your letters will

follow one angle, on this will depend
much of the appearance of your type,

making it shorter or taller to the eye.

With the uncertain cutting of the old

printers, this was not the case, but the

effect of time has spread a delicate veil

betw^een ourselves and the appearance
of forms that are w^ith them actually

badly designed, badly cut, or badly
printed.

>^ I will not mention other minutiae

in typc'-making or that most important

and complicated question of the upper
case, in which the testimony of the

Ancients is at times also perplexing, if

from Jenson to Aldus (in the fine type
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of the "Poliphilus'') there is a general

deterioration; in that matter of the Ca^
pitals only there is perhaps a progress;

may I add there is a greater progress still

in the more recent Kelmscott Roman
capitals ^

>^Fulness, roundness, boldness, these

are the characteristics ofgoodmanuscript
and good type, but contraction later--

ally, a bad tendency in poor or affected

wrriting, a temptation to the printer for

the economy of space, was the evil fairy

at the birth ofprinting* Spira andJenson
both avoided encroaching upon the cir*-

cular lobe of the b, d, p, q, at least in in^

tention, but after their noble founts we
havethecomplete degeneration ofmany
centuries,

>^^ To discard therefore all accumula*-
ted debasements, to hark back, not to

the few good printers alone, but to the
finest forms of penmanship, is the duty
of the Designer of Type; but let him
consult the spirit controlling them, for

perfection in each art, or phase of it, is
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not of one p criod; great literatures, for

instance, ha ve left to subsequent epochs
the theoretic side, the putting into gram-
mar as it wrere of their efforts. The
shaping of letters was, late in the great

classical periods, controlled or thwarted
even by the materials to hand; for our
purpose the art of letter making reached
Its climax before the full development
of mediaeval Art, and the evolving of

the subsequent ornamental manner of
w^riting know^n as the Gothic,

>^ That period of impassioned curio^-

sity and true seriousness the Italian Re--

naissance, might have contented itself

with the use of a debased cursive and
bastard type; that it did not, was due to

its spirit of reaction and research, and in

this spirit there is still much to revise in

the shaping of type,

>^ The finest books of Italy were in

the main not decorated books, the pre--

judice of the then purchaser against

printed decoration making the existence

of ornament one of experiment soon
10



abandoned* Some recasting then of

ornamental motives is necessary to a

printer anxious to evolvethe most beau'-

tiful conceivable achievement in book--

making, wherein type, decoration and
proportion of page shall receive equally

the most fastidious and scrupulous at--

tention. I think a great debt is owed by
book lovers to the late William Morris
for motives in decoration (such as the

half'-borders) that to my knowledge are

not to be found in old printed books,

and for which he w^as indebted (if at all)

to the great periods of decoration and
illumination. This ornamentaltendency
of his makes more and more in the his-*

tory of his press towards books orna--

mentally conceived and of ornamental
use. With such pomp of circumstance

they become more and more large, ne--

cessitating ornamental type such as the

Troytype; certain books like theChaU'-
cer should be perused at a lectern.

>^^ With a designer of Morris' impor*-

tance this is one thing; deprive orna'-
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ment of its excellence, relate it to some
casual fount, throw in with this a pho--

togravure frontispiece, badly blocked
boards, various papers, G'c,,and the new
usualornamentalbookbecomes unbear '-

able; instead of a revival in the shaping
of books w^e have a new cumbersome
trade article. Xo quote the writer in the

''Contemporary Review,*' my decora*-

tion, w^hich he noted for approbation, is

comparable to that of Mr. beardsley in

"The Mort d'Arthur''; now I feel un-
grateful, and urge that these early bor-
ders by Mr. Beardsleybefore he evolved
thepersonal, epigrammaticmannerof his
ow^n in unrelated pictures, are quite bad,

and that his opinion of those borders

coincided with mine. No, construction,

logic, rhythm, must be the characteris-

tics of decoration. We mightpardon this

error of judgment in an American, w^ho
might even imagine (who know^s .^) that

those borderssurpassed, or initiated even
the decoration of the Kelmscott Press.

May I instance that wrriter on the other
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sideof theChannel quotedinthe "Con'-
temporary'* whose words might almost

have emanated "from one of the first

printers" ^ Here is his definition of the

use of illustration and decoration, and
the conditions they should fulfil, and
with his words on the matter I absO'-

lutely coincide*

>4I& ''Rappelons-nous que, la tradition

''etant perdue, on est tente de faire du
'
'beau oudunouveauavecun art etranger

"a la technique du livre: c'est ainsi que
*' rillustration devient trop preponde^'
"rante, s'isole du texte pour devenir une
'
' gravure sur metal,que sais'-je ^ une eau--

" forte! Non! toute illustration, meme
''admirable comme telle, ne suffit pas
"a Tornementation d'un livre compris
"d'une fapon harmonique. Une fois

"parentes des masses typographiques,
" dans la mise en train des pages qu'elles
" sontappelees adecorer, ces illustrations

"doivent constituer la note aigiie, la

"pointe lumineuse, dans Tharmonie qu'
" est une page, sans s*en ecarterpourtant.

13
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"La sympathic paticntc du decoratcur
"trouvcra, a chaquc cndroit ou unc la--

"cunc sc pfcscntc dans la misc entrain
'
' definitivc.roccasiondcdeploycrtoutes
"ses ressoufces d'ingeniosite et le tact

"exquis de son travail, mais dans ce
"souci que Tornement reste bien em-
" boite comme tel .

/'

>^^ Before this I shouldhave raised one
or two points to which I w^ould plead,

not guilty, but the origins and possible

development of the Roman fount, the

relation of ornament to a book it deco-
rates, are ofgreaterimportancethan those
"eccentricities'' that, "insignificant in

themselves singly,becomewhenmassed
together of considerable importance/'

These eccentricities are, first of all, the

ugliness ofmy contraction for "and,"€>;

and my interrogation mark, ^ I will not

discuss the ugliness of my paragraph
marks, that is merely a matter ofopinion

;

the tw^o remaining eccentricities I post-

pone, to return to the Vale contraction

for "and," &.

14



Well, contractions arcinthemselves
undesirable, but useful ; to the scribe the

ugly usual contraction & for ''and'* was
a t\vist of the pen; please note that it

is intended to represent E^T,, ''and**;

frankly, try to disengage one or both
letters or point out vv^here they lie ex^-

pressed— hardly anywhere, you w^ill

admit! I regret to say we find this sign

as it is now in the finest old manuscript
pages» Note also, that the forms are dif-*

ficult to refashion in type, that it is a
twiddle of the pen from first to last.

Well, I have combined an uncial ''E*'

used in the tenth as in the fifteenth cen-*

tury with a smaller ''T,*' thus &; both
letters are there. Let us be frank, make
my contraction w^ith its dainty curve the

habitual one, and the usual contraction

an innovation, then I think w^e should
hear much about my unsightly experi'-

ment.

>^fr The usual interrogation mark has a
disagreeable termination to the curve,

related only in my opinion to the copy*-

15



book pothook, I plead extenuating cir *-

cumstances, having detected a form like

the one I use in Jenson.

>^^ The eccentricity of one word of

the smaller case placed in a whole page
of capitals, I quote >^ THE DAU-
GHTERS OF THE SERAPHIM
led ROUND THEIR SUNNY
FLOCKS, is a trifling eccentricity that

no one regrets more than I : it occurs in

some ornamental pages vv^hen the text is

crampedbetween border and initial; the

only other course available in a case like

this would be to break syllables oddly
inthis wayforinstance^T-HROUGH

;

for English abounds in such long syl-

lables and monosyllables. Nor does the

printing in the lower case when w^ork-
mg in these confined spaces obviate the

possibility of difficulties like these. The
writer of the '' Contemporary '' iswrong

;

no amount of pains has been spared in

the building of such pages; they have
been cast and recast by me in tracing

paper over a solid page of type, the
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initial changed or redesigned, the type
filed, the compositor made unhappy*
My critic has evidently never set up a

page of type, and against this blemish
we must place the decorative advantage
of a beautiful page of capitals*

>^ So far I have dealt >vith the objec*-

tions raised in the ''Contemporary Re^-

viewT*' that can be addressed more no*-

tably to myself; to the unexpected one,

i.e,, departure from tradition in the plac*-

ing of the body of the type upon the

page, I shall refer in detailing the ends
kept in view in the development of the

Vale books. May I be allowed a some--

what prolix account of their tendencies
and of those earlier efforts that led me
ultimately to the building of books, the
decorating and illustrating of them with
w^oodcuts, engraved for the most part

by myself, and the designing of type to

harmonise with them r'

>^ It has always seemed odd to me,
that w^hile the man of past ages provided
the utmost conditions of beauty or elab'^
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oration for i^uch books in his possession

as presented escape to him from the

actual, or stimulus, or refreshment, to*-

day, with the accumulation of literature,

no thought whatever should be spent

upon the shaping of w^ork inconceiv--

ably more stimulating and precious to

us than those illuminated books of

piety or admonition upon which so

much beauty had nevertheless been
bestowed*

>^> Some ofmy earliest experiments in

the shaping of books, crude and hesita*-

ting as they are, w^ere done for Messrs.

Osgood, Macllvaine in 1890 and 1891

;

tO'-day these books might almost pass
for the work of Messrs, Bell or Dent.
Atthe time, however, though not always
strictly shaped according to my wishes,

they were unlike the ordinary books in

the matter of title page, proportion of

margin, and in the designs upon their

boards. The first edition of "Tess of

the D'Urbervilles'* was, I believe, the

last book designed by me for that firm.

18



I regret that I had not then seen the

"House of the Wolfings'' or "The
Roots of the Mountains'' printed for

Mr* Morris as early as 1888 ; these might
have initiated me at the time to a better

and more severe style, and I am now
puzzledthatmy first impression of

'

'The
Glittering Plain/' 1891 (the first Kelm-
scott book), was one of disappoint-*

ment; in this I thought the type very
noble indeed, but the decoration less

so.

>^^ I was by that time, as I am still,

utterly won over and fascinated by the

sunny pages of the Venetian printers

:

I would define the page of a fine Kelm-
scott book as full of wine, an Italian

book as full of light. In 1892 I was al-

ready engaged with my friend Shannon
in the carrying out of "Daphnis and
Chloe" ; the engraving alone of the pic-
tures and initials occupied us for eleven
months. This was terminated in 1893,
the book being under press for some
time, set up in sections, printed and dis-

19



persed piece by piece, I still view this

workwith great affection, though poorly
printedand overcrow^ded by initials and
lines in capitals, that overset at times the

proper balance between theillustrations

and the text in a manner not foreseen by
us. I hope someday to reprint this won--
derful and unknow^n English text, w^ith

those amendments in type and design
that I have now won by experience in

the handling of books. Fifteen of the

pictures were sketched by Shannon,
revised and draw^n on the w^ood by
me: bearing in mind that I engraved
each initial, the balance of the engrav-
ing in the illustrations rests w^ith Shan-
non.

>^ Still showing the Italian influence,

though, like another book I shall here-
after mention, not strictly a Vale publi-

cation, since its inception was due to a
publisher and it is without wood-en-
graving, I w^ould mention Mr. J. Gray's
" Silverpoints." The model of this book
w^as one of those rare Aldus italic vol-

20



umes \vith its margins uncut. "Silver^

points " ^vas copied outfight in America

:

it has since been further exploited there,

till one wishes that these imitations

might benefit by my rule of thumb, or

better still, that using a photograph of

an Aldine ''Saddle book'' they might
avoid those eccentricities and depar*-

tures fromthe original that I had thought
necessary at the time, or that are there

by a final printer's oversight inthe carry'-

ing out of those last revises allowed by
publishers. The name ''Saddle book"
IS of Persian origin, this format being
placed in the pocket of a saddle on
journeys that preclude other larger and
more usual shapes : I give this for what
it is worth, bearing in mind the orien--

tal influences upon Venice, notably up*-

on Venetian bindings. The cover of the
" Silverpoints" published inan art paper
has driftedback tome from placesw^here
my name is quiteunknown on bindings,

end-'papers, wall^-papers, and dress cre^*

tonnes.

21



>^ In 1894 "Hero and Lcandcr " vv^as

printed in a smaller sized Pica than the
"Daphnis and Chloe'': it is the first

Vale book with paper bearing as water
mark a V P interlaced with a Jeaf of

wild thyme. An interlaced V P with a
rose and initials figures in this edition

as an imprint, w^ith a motto since dis*-

carded, '' l he Rose reborn between the
leaves/' forgotten, shut away in a book.
The small leaf in outline isthe first para--

graph mark used in the Vale press. I

engraved it on the wood like some used
subsequently and it was cast as type.
'
'TheHero and Leander '

' iswell printed
and in margin and proportion of page
quitewhat I w^oulddonow. Six copies
exist bound as originally intended in

blind tooling and gold.

>^^ This leads me to that most impor--

tant question, the proportion of the

margins betw^een themselves. Like the

writer of the ''Contemporary Review/'
I will quote from William Morris' note
on the tCelmscott books.
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HE position of the
printed matter on the
page should always
leave the inner margin
the narrowest, the top

somewhat wider/ the outside (fore--

edge) wider still, and the bottom wid'-

est of all. . . >^^A friend, the librarian

of one of our most important private

libraries, tells me that after careful test^-

ing he has come to the conclusion that

the mediaeval rule was to make a dif*-

ference of 20 per cent. . .

."

>^^ From the essentials of this rule I

have never departed in the Vale books,
though the w^riter of the "Contem^-
porary'' seems to be otherwiseinformed.
The rough and ready rule ofthumb that

the difference should be 20 per cent,

betw^een the margins, should be valu--

able to those once famous printers north
of the Tweed, or in any other provin--

cial towns besides Edinburgh, such as

Boston, U.S.A. Themediaevalmeasurc'-
ment can be applied invariably to prose,
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but with vcfsc the length of the line

may eat into the fore'-edge as in the

Keimscott "Love is enough"; you will

then instinctively close in towards your
inner margin and reduce the upper one.

I would add that this beautiful conven-
tion springs from certain needs, and has
ripened with use: the hand clasps the

book from below^ or from the lower
fore-edgeonwhichwereplaced forcon-*
venience the shoulder notes and emen--
dations if any. The tw^o pages forming
one unit is a convention based upon
beauty only. By narrowing the inside

edge at times, and with it the upper
margin, one obtains an effect tending
towards grace and lightness, the differ'-

ence between this modification or ex*-

aggeration of the rule set down above
is that between an Ionic and a Doric
order of proportion, nothing more.

>^^ Before I designed my type I built,

decorated, and bound ''The Sphinx," a

poem by Mr. Oscar Wilde, not strictly

a Vale book, since it is w^ithout wood*-
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cuts; It was published shortly after the

"Hero and Leander/' but was finished

before it*

>^ This is the first book of the modern
revival printed in three colours, red,

black, and green: the small bulk of the

text and unusual length of the lines

necessitated quite a peculiar arrange*-

ment of the text; here I made an effort

away from the Renaissance towards a

book marked by surviving classical

traits, printing it in Capitals. In the

pictures I have striven to combine, con-*

sciously or unconsciously, those affini-

ties in line work broadcast in all epochs*
My attempt there as elsew^here was to

evolve what one might imagine as pos-
sible in one charmed moment or place,

justas some great Italian masters painted
as they thought in the antique manner,
studying like Piero della Francesca, for

instance, to fulfil the conditions laid

down by Apelles, whom he had of
course never seen, but had taken on
trust: I advance this example to screen

25 d



my avowals of indebtedness and re-*

search from those perpetual and alter--

nating charges of plagiarism or of ec--

centricity levelled at all original (i.e„

unusual) impulse or effort.

>^:^ Some designs for an edition of the

"King's Quhair'^were then begun, but
the edition >vas projected on too sum^-

ptuous a scale, with illustrations for the

most part thrown across the two pa-
ges, writh enveloping borders to con-
tain these and some roundel pictures:

tw^o of the designs w^ere printed in the

"Dials" Nos. 4 and 5. Some square
designs for a Cupid and Psyche, as yet

uncut butdesigned then, have appeared
in the "Pageant,'* the "Dial," and the
" Magazine ofArt;" thepublished roun-
del designs w^ere engraved two years

later.

>^^ I felt that, w^hatever the effort made
in design and ornament, the poverty of

the founts I had used was a thing not to

be discounted; is it not curious that the

Kelmscott Press had existed so long
26



'Without any attempt on the part of

some rich firm to emulate its example
and produce a fount based on a more
noble scale of design and execution r'

I have much pleasure here to note the

Greek fount designed by Mr. Selwyn
Image for Messrs. Macmillan.

>^ I think I have sufficiently indicated

that an imitation pure and simple of

some Venetian fount -would not only be
inexpedient, but that the eye might
thereby be troubled by needless devia*-

tions from rule and accidental peculi*-

arities that would mount up in the long
run to an affectation of archaism. In spirit

and intention the Italian founts are ad*-

mirable indeed: they obtain an incalcu*-

lable advantage over us Englishmen
in the absence of ''k/' "w/' and ugly
recurring consonants that break up the

appearance of our own tongue. In the

theory of build, in the appearance of
the book, they were the inheritors of
the previous centuries of tradition in the

matters of beauty and custom.

27



>^ Bearing these facts in mind, the
stately types, format, and margins, I

thought of abandoning decoration, and
that some prose works, those of Swift,
should be published in small quartos,

'h^^ The moment was one of intense

excitement w^hen the first two pages
w^ere printed, and I was to find out if

my interpretations of the traditionwould
warrant themselves* I think I am right

in imagining that the body of Morris'

golden type in relation to the up and
down strokes is different from Jenson,
as is the angle of the serifs also. In my
present fount and the new^ one I am
now designing, the body is slightly

larger, more open, and the angle of the

serifs different again: the insignificant

letter "i,'' in w^hich the most exigent
critic might expect to see no difference

w^hatever, differs therefore in its height,

its upper serif, its straight serif, and in

the dot; that is to say in every particular*

In -The Dial," ISfo, 4, will be found
the first published page of my type
28



folded to quarto scale, as first intended
for Adlington's '' Cupid and Psyche/'

>^The advisability, howrever, of pub--

lishing works for which there w^as a

crying need, led me to the thoughts of

printing a Chatterton, to be followed by
an edition of Keats ; the issuing of the

latter book by the Kelmscott Press de-
ferred this intention until quite recently,

>^^From Keatsback to the earlypoems
of Milton was an obvious step: this pre-

ceded the Poems of Suckling, of w^hich

there was no good or even passable

edition, I was aided in the cutting of the

frontispiece to the Milton by C, H.
Shannon, who also helped me in the

pushing forward of some very elaborate

mitials since used in the Keats only;

initials with a black ground, and decor-

ated with strap and knot work, however
took their place in my first books. To
this beautiful convention in decoration,

the strap and knot, marvellous as it is

when used in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, I have added the flow^ers and
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stems of thevioletandviola, this addition
of natural forms I believe to be new.
>^frWe have often heard that, in all the
modern books, unless influenced by
Modern France or some other country
with a lost sense of decoration, this

decoration is imitated, cribbed, from
the old books (the old men), to use
common phrases. Now^ the precedent
for fine and rhythmic book decoration
in printed books is so small that, besides
the beautiful borders of Ratdolt, we
shall find little or nothing for purposes
of study and stimulus. I am reminded
here of a few^ stray borders, that tend to

make for us a new or forgotten influence
in book decoration, of a purely Renais*-

sance character, and with these I should
like to connect that most vital of old
Italian decorated books, the ''Dream of
Poliphilus/'

>^fr These unclassed borders and in^-

itials appear in Venice in books pub--
lished about 1493 . . . 1500 or there*-

about.
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>^ One purely Renaissance border,

engraved for ''The World at Auction/'
is an attempt on my part to express ad'-

miration for this forgotten designer. For
the remaining floral borders of the Vale
Publications I am unable to assign a
precedent: I think the usually solid

grounds of the Ratdolt and William
Morris borders forced me towards open
decoration, if I may give it this name;
perhaps another quotation from the

"foreign pen*' may further illustrate a
tendency that was merely instinctive.

>^> "Comme Tarchitecte, Timprimeur
"peut exprimer la nature de sa pensee
''par Tusage du blanc et du noir seule*-

"ment; devenant, par cela ou austere ou
"gai.^ Avec Tusage de Tornement, il

"peut forcer la note, seulement sugges*-

"tive, de la couleur: a une edition de la
"

' Pleiade,' Tusage des fleurs menues de
"Tautomne donnerait cet aspect parti--

"culier propre a un livre compris a un
"point de vue d'art . . .

"

>^^ Iwouldnowtouch upon w^ood en-
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graving, before reducing much already
said by the way into a fewr words, sum-
ming up, in my opinion, the conditions

to be fulfilled by books that are no
longer trade commodities, but things

made to abide their proper season with
us, and to show vsrhat valuewe moderns
set upon our accumulated inheritance of
poetry and prose.

>^^ No discussion is needed to prove
that the final carrying out of a design by
the designer is a desirable thing in itself;

you will see how the '' w^armth" of the

line may be preserved thereby, how the

entire substance of the design will be
knit or w^elded in a way that cannot be
obtained otherwise; that the design like

the type, benefiting by revision in the

material for w^hich it is designed, will

become cut, and a stamp as it were like

the page of type itself.

>^ To a generation used to the rough
and ready means to hand in mechanical
process, the inability of line process to

secure delicate curves and the more
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sinuous lines -willhavepassedunnoticed*
I think the sweetness of effect procured
by engraving alone is a desirable end in

itself in the matter of ornament. In the

handling of pictures, the rendering of

flesh, hands, feet, and faces an original

engraver has that chance of refining

upon his design, that with an interpreter

however skilful cannot always be relied

upon, and that cannot exist at all in pro--

cess work, however perfected.

>^|f^ I cannot enter here into the matter
of those intrinsic qualities proper to

wood'-engraving that even a skilful imi^-

tation of it, if it existed, could not replace.

I have met w^ith the somewhat angry
insistance that in England alone has
little attention been given to original

wood-engraving. Bewick, Blake, Cal-
vert, Linton, and others stand for the

past, and the few recent efforts abroad,
where they exist, are due directly, in-

directly,bycontactor hearsavto English
efforts at a revival of this delicate art. In
the other angry inaccuracies and mis-
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fcpfcscntations of the same wrriter in the
"Dail)r Chronicle/' as in previous vio-
lent disparagements of Morris' work
even, one is reminded of Swift's im-
mortal words concerning those " w^hose
teeth are too rotten to bite, but make up
for it by the stink of their breath/'

>^ I am here at the end of all that I

have to say in defence of mv share in

the revival of printing as I understand it,

and may now^ proceed to a few^ lines in

summary*
>^ Firstly, type should be bold and
legible, usuallytype is not bold and only
legible by habit* The undue compres-
sion of type laterally, the exaggeration
of thick and thin, the feeble pothook
terminations in modern type are due to

one form of degeneration being added
upon another for some centuries, a trac-

ing of a tracing. Example—the Bodoni
fount*

>^Therule of beautifuland traditional

printing is that the tw^o opposite pages
form one unit, that the upper margin
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should be a little larger than the inside

margin, thatthefore-edgemarginshould
be the next in size, and the lowest the

greatest of all Example—old uncut
books^

>^ The paper should be good and
charming as paper; the Dutch paper is

too unequal in thickness for accurate

printing, and the good French papers

a trifle hard. The English papers of

Batchelor& Arnold cannot be matched
out of this country.

>^ Build without affectation, w^ith

little but regular spacing betw^een the

w^ords; a contraction is better than an
overcrow^ding of the line; break a word
in preference to spacing out the letters

thus, "thus." Example—nearly all

modern printers.

>^^ Ink up the type gradually; to an
over'-inked appearance that gormes or

overlays the type and decoration, usual

in sham art printing, prefer under-print-
ing even, in which, at least, nothing is

added to the book by the mechanic (out
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of his own head). Good old books arc

often slightly under^-pressed. Modern
'' Aft" printers overload with ink, or like

those Americans, who ''beat" Morris's

perfect presswork '' on hisown ground/'
they use a blue'-black ink of fine chemi'-

cal properties.

>^frUse decoration onlyw^hen it can be
urged as an added element of beauty to

the book, let it accompany the text, and
not gobble it up.

^^^ In the matter of binding, if vou do
not employ the work of some acknow^*-

ledged craftsman, see that the books are

not cut but trimmed; that theend papers
are not removed; in the case of a deco*-

rated or valuable book it is advisable

sometimes to actually add a few end
pages, to avoid a too great encroach-*

ment of the boards on to the inside mar--

gin and its decoration. The charming
flat backs inaugurated by Mr. Cobden
Saunderson are less liable to do this. In

the matter of tooling, etc., I think the

over^-pressure used by trade binders,
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evidence of "the craftsman's hand/' is a

mereheavy'-footedness in the art resem-
bling the idiotic burrs affectioned bythe

trade printers of etching*

>^ THE END <^
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